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1 Creating and Maintaining Driver Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining driver profiles. It assumes that you have an active software
subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get
you set up.
How to create and manage driver profiles in BorderConnect.
Driver profiles are used in BorderConnect for 3 main purposes:
• To complete mandatory information fields for ACE Manifests.
• To indicate the driver for user reference or automatic notifications for ACI eManifests.
• To indicate the driver for user reference or automatic notifications for BorderConnect's PARS Checking Software.
Once entered, the information in driver profiles remain saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the information
each time a driver crosses on an ACE eManifest, for example. You would simply select the driver for the manifest and
their information would be loaded automatically.

1.1 Creating a New Driver Profile
To begin creating a new driver profile, select the option 'Create Driver' under the Manage Data menu.

This will bring you to the Add New Driver Page, where the primary information for the driver can be entered, as well as the
notification options if you wish for your driver to receive automatic notifications.
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Please note that the legend at the bottom of this page will help indicate which fields are required for which purposes. For
example if your driver profile will not be used for ACE eManifests only the fields Driver Number, First Name and Last
Name are required. Please note though that it's best to enter all information if you believe the driver profile may be used
for ACE eManifests in the future. This will prevent having to return and enter the additional information later.
If you will be using this profile for ACE eManifests and your driver has a FAST card, it is important to enter it on this page
under ACE ID / FAST ID. FAST drivers are expected to be reported in ACE in this manner.
Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Driver Details Page, which displays an overview of the driver profile.
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1.1.1 Entering Travel Documents for Profiles used on ACE eManifests
If your driver profile will be used for ACE eManifests, and you have not entered a FAST card or ACE ID, your next step
will be to enter travel documents. Non-FAST drivers will require 2 travel documents to be entered on their driver profile,
including one Commercial Driver's License and one additional Travel Document.
To begin click on the Add Travel Document button and enter the information for the Commercial Driver's License. Once
finished, click save to return to the Driver Details Page. You can then click Add Travel Document again to add the
additional document. The second document you add should satisfy the driver's WHTI requirements, i.e. passport or
equivalent, that are required for entering the United States at land border crossings.
For drivers with an Enhanced Driver's License, the proper way to enter it is to put it in as two separate travel documents:
one as Commercial Driver's License and one as Enhanced Driver's License.

1.1.2 Entering PARS Sequences and RMD Sequences for Profiles used with PARS Checking
If your driver profile will be used for reference or notification with BorderConnect's PARS Checking software, but not with
BorderConnect's ACI eManifest software, then you want to enter PARS and RMD Sequences on the driver profile. Having
the sequences entered ahead of time allows BorderConnect to automatically know which driver a PARS or RMD belongs
to when a new message comes in from CBSA. The message will then be marked with that driver's name in the PARS
Shipments listings in BorderConnect, and can also be forwarded on to the driver if the notification options have been set.
To enter a PARS sequence, click the Add PARS Sequence button. You can then indicate a set of PARS numbers that
you've assigned to your driver and click Save to add it to your driver profile. All PARS sequences assigned to your driver
will be listed here, including how many PARS stickers remain, and options to manage the list will be included.
RMD sequences are added and managed in much the same way, by clicking the Add RMD Sequence button.

1.1.3 Entering CSA Details for TCP Profiles
The CSA Details on a driver profile are only used when your company is transmitting CSA Shipments in ACI using
BorderConnect. They should only be entered by the person in your company that maintains TCP lists as part of your CSA
requirements. For training and support on entering this information, that person should contact BorderConnect directly.

1.2 Maintaining Existing Driver Profiles
To manage your existing driver profiles, bring up the Driver Search Page by selecting 'Search Drivers' from the Manage
Data menu.
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By default this page will display a list of all driver profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are looking
to check which drivers you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if you are
checking on a particular list of drivers.
If you want to update or view an existing driver profile, you can access it from here by finding the driver you want and
clicking View. This will bring you to the Driver Details Page for the driver. The search options are also useful for narrowing
it down to the driver you are looking for if you have a lot of driver profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing driver profile, this can be done by finding the driver you want and clicking Delete.
If you want to restore (recover from deleting) a driver profile you had previously deleted by first making sure "Is Driver
Active" is set to "No" on your search options, then searching for the driver. Once found, clicking Activate will restore the
driver profile.
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2 Creating and Maintaining Passenger Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
A video tutorial on creating a passenger profile within BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining passenger profiles in BorderConnect eManifest software. It
assumes that you have an active software subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an
account, please contact BorderConnect to get you set up.
Passenger profiles are used in BorderConnect to complete mandatory information fields for ACE Manifests and to
indicate the driver for your own reference for ACI eManifests.
Once entered, the information in passenger profiles remains saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the
information each time a passenger crosses on an ACE eManifest, for example. You would simply select the passenger for
the manifest and the information would be loaded automatically.

2.1 Creating a New Passenger Profile
To begin creating a new passenger profile, select the option Create Passenger under the Manage Data menu.
This will bring you to the Add Passenger Page, where all of the information for the passenger can be entered.
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Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Passenger Details Page, which displays an overview of the passenger profile.
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2.1.1 Entering Travel Documents for Profiles used on ACE eManifests
If your passenger profile will be used for ACE eManifests, your next step will be to enter a travel document. Passengers
will normally only require one travel document to be entered, preferably a passport.
To begin click on the Add Travel Document button and enter the information for the document. Once finished, click save
to return to the passenger details page. If you have entered a Driver's License as your travel document, you will need to
add a second document by clicking Add Travel Document again. Otherwise your profile is finished.

2.2 Maintaining Existing Passenger Profiles
To manage your existing passenger profiles, bring up the Passenger Search Page by selecting 'Search Passengers' from
the Manage Data menu.
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By default this page will display a list of all passenger profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are
looking to check which passengers you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if
you are checking on a particular list of passengers.
If you want to update or view an existing passenger profile, you can access it from here by finding the passenger you
want and clicking View. This will bring you to the Passenger Details Page for that passenger. The search options are also
useful for narrowing it down to the passenger you are looking for if you have a lot of passenger profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing passenger profile, this can be done by finding the passenger you want and clicking
Delete.
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3 Creating and Maintaining Truck Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining truck profiles. It assumes that you have an active software
subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get
you set up.
How to Create and manage truck profiles in BorderConnect.
Truck profiles are used in BorderConnect to complete mandatory information fields for ACE Manifests and ACI
eManifests.
Once entered, the information in truck profiles remains saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the information
each time a truck crosses on an ACE Manifest, for example. You would simply select the truck for the manifest and the
information would be loaded automatically.

3.1 Creating a New Truck Profile
To begin creating a new truck profile, select the option 'Create Truck' under the Manage Data menu.

This will bring you to the Add Truck Page, where all of the information for the truck can be entered.
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Please note that the legend at the bottom of this page will help indicate which fields are required for which purposes. For
example if your truck profile will not be used for ACE eManifests only the fields Truck Number, License Plate Number and
License Plate State/Province are required. Please note though that it's best to enter all information if you believe the truck
profile may be used for ACE eManifests in the future. This will prevent having to return and enter the additional
information later.
Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Truck Details Page, which displays an overview of the truck profile.
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3.1.1 Entering License Plates for Truck Profiles
Although you were given the option to add the license plate on the previous screen, if you did not do so you can add it
here using the Add License Plate to Truck button. You can also add additional license plates to the truck by clicking this
button again, but this is not recommended because it would not be compatible with ACE and ACI eManifest requirements.
Only one license plate is allowed for use on manifests.

3.2 Maintaining Existing Truck Profiles
To manage your existing truck profiles, bring up the Truck Search Page by selecting 'Search Trucks' from the Manage
Data menu.

By default this page will display a list of all truck profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are looking
to check which trucks you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if you are
checking on a particular list of trucks.
If you want to update or view an existing truck profile, you can access it from here by finding the truck you want and
clicking View. This will bring you to the Truck Details Page for that truck. The search options are also useful for narrowing
it down to the truck you are looking for if you have a lot of truck profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing truck profile, this can be done by finding the truck you want and clicking Delete.
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4 Creating and Maintaining Trailer Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to create a trailer profile in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining trailer profiles. It assumes that you have an active software
subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get
you set up.
Trailer profiles are used in BorderConnect to complete mandatory information fields for ACE eManifests and ACI
eManifests.
Once entered, the information in trailer profiles remains saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the
information each time a trailer crosses on an ACE eManifest, for example. You would simply select the trailer for the
manifest and the information would be loaded automatically.

4.1 Creating a New Trailer Profile
To begin creating a new trailer profile, select the option Create Trailer under the Manage Data menu.

This will bring you to the Add Trailer Page, where all of the information for the trailer can be entered.
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Please note that the legend at the bottom of this page will help indicate which fields are required for which purposes.
Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Trailer Details Page, which displays an overview of the trailer profile.

4.1.1 Entering License Plates for Trailer Profiles
Although you were given the option to add the license plate on the previous screen, if you did not do so you can add it
here using the Add License Plate to Trailer button. If the trailer has more than one license plate, you can also add
additional license plates to the trailer by clicking this button again, but this is not recommended for trailer profiles that
might be used on ACI eManifests because it would not be compatible with ACI eManifest requirements. Because only one
license plate is allowed for trailers on ACI eManifests, you would need to enter two separate trailers in this situation.

4.2 Maintaining Existing Trailer Profiles
To manage your existing trailer profiles, bring up the Trailer Search Page by selecting 'Search Trailer' from the Manage
Data menu.
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By default this page will display a list of all trailer profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are looking
to check which trailers you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if you are
checking on a particular list of trailers.
If you want to update or view an existing trailer profile, you can access it from here by finding the trailer you want and
clicking View. This will bring you to the Trailer Details Page for that trailer. The search options are also useful for
narrowing it down to the trailer you are looking for if you have a lot of trailer profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing trailer profile, this can be done by finding the trailer you want and clicking Delete.
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5 Creating and Submitting a New ACI eManifest (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the ACI eManifest Software Guide.
A video tutorial on creating ACI eManifest in BorderConnect.
This guide offers step by step instructions on creating a new ACI eManifest and submitting it to CBSA using
BorderConnect ACI eManifest software. It assumes that you have an active software subscription and that your Carrier
Code is already registered for ACI with CBSA. If you are not yet registered, please refer to the registration instructions.

5.1 Step 1
On the top menu bar, under 'ACI eManifests', select 'Start New ACI eManifest'.

5.2 Step 2
Enter the information on the Start New ACI eManifest Page, including your trip number, port of entry, ETA, driver, truck
and trailer, and click 'Save and Start New ACI Shipment' when finished.

5.3 Step 3
Enter the information on the Start New ACI Shipment Page.
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For uncommon shipment data elements, such as marking a shipment as consolidated freight, special instructions, or
assigning a unique consignment reference number, click the Show link at the bottom of the shipment details in the
legend.

5.4 Step 4
On the ACI Shipment Details Page you will enter the shipper for this shipment by using 'Quick Assign Shipper' for
shippers that you've used before or use the 'Add New Shipper' shortcut to enter a new one.

5.5 Step 5
Select the consignee for this shipment by using 'Quick Assign Consignee' for consignees that you've used before or
'Add New Consignee' to enter a new one.
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5.6 Optional: How to Add a 3rd Party or Delivery Destination
If you are delivering to a destination other than the consignee, or if your consignee address lists PO Box instead of a
physical address, it is mandatory to enter a Delivery Destination. Otherwise it is not required. To add a Delivery
Destination from the Start New ACI Shipment page, navigate to the top left and hit 'Save'. This will bring you to the ACI
shipment details page, and select it under 'Add 3rd Party'. You may also enter a Notify Party in the same manner, but
please note that adding a Notify Party is always optional.

5.7 Step 6
Add the commodity. To do so click on 'Save and Add Commodity'.

5.8 Step 7
Enter the information on the Add/Edit Commodity for ACI Shipment Page. If you have any additional commodity
information for this shipment that is not covered by your previous entry, you may click 'Create Commodity' again to add
additional commodities to the shipment. Otherwise, this shipment is complete. Please note that it is usually
recommended to provide a general description, total quantity and weight that covers all of the goods on the shipment at
once, rather than entering multiple commodities separately. When you have entered all the required fields, click 'Save and
Back to ACI eManifest'.
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5.9 Step 9
Click 'Save and Back to ACI eManifest' to return to the ACI eManifest Details Page.

5.10 Step 10
If you have additional shipments to add to the manifest, navigate to the 'Create New Shipment' button below the driver
information. Please note that all shipments on the truck must be accounted for on one manifest.

5.11 Step 11
Transmit the manifest to CBSA. If your manifest is complete with all shipments aboard entered you are ready to send it
to CBSA. To do so, under 'Send to CBSA' select 'Send Trip and Shipments' if there are shipments attached or 'Send Trip
Only' if there are no shipments attached. The 'Current Status' should update from 'Draft' to 'Transmitted to CBSA' and you
should see the send request for the manifest and the appropriate number of shipments listed on your History/Status
Messages.
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5.12 Step 12
Check back to verify that the manifest is accepted by CBSA. Current response times vary but the average seems to be
around 12 minutes. It is important to come back to your manifest to make sure that it was received and accepted by
Customs. You can do so either by leaving the manifest page open and using your browser's refresh button, or by looking
up the manifest on the ACI eManifest Search Page and selecting 'View'. The system will also leave a link to the last
manifest and shipment that you viewed, which allows you to easily return if you need to access another part of the
system. Once your manifest is accepted, the 'Current Status' will update to 'On File with CBSA' and you will see an
accepted response for the trip and the appropriate number of shipments. This means your manifest is now accepted and
on file with CBSA.
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5.13 Step 13
Verify that all PARS shipments aboard are cleared by the customs broker. If you are also a user of BorderConnect
PARS you will see acceptance messages in your History/Status Messages. You will also notice that individual shipments'
statuses will update to 'On File With Transaction Numbers' as they are cleared, and that the trip's 'Current Status' will
follow suit once all PARS listed on the trip are cleared by the broker. If you do not use BorderConnect's PARS checking
software you can verify a PARS is cleared by the broker using other methods, including checking the broker's website,
calling the broker directly, or other PARS checking software.

5.14 Reminder
In order to comply with ACI eManifest requirements you are required to ensure that both your manifest and the
broker clearance on any PARS shipments are on file with CBSA for at least one hour before the driver arrives
at the border.
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6 Generating ACE and ACI eManifest Lead Sheets (CBP and
CBSA)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to generate coversheets in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on generating lead sheets for ACE and ACI eManifest using BorderConnect eManifest
software. An ACI lead sheet is required to be presented by the driver each time the driver enters Canada using ACI.
Although carriers are free to design and produce their own ACI lead sheets, BorderConnect provides 2 useful features to
automatically generate lead sheets for you.

6.1 Printing Lead Sheets from a Manifest
This is the most commonly used method for obtaining an ACI lead sheet. Once you have completed your manifest, simply
use the Print button near the top of the ACI eManifest Details Page to generate the ACI lead sheet for the manifest in
PDF format.
You will be given the choice between the Standard Driver's Copy and Detailed Driver's Copy. Both are acceptable as ACI
lead sheets, so it is only a matter of user preference. The two copies below are for the same manifest.

6.1.1 Fax and Email
Right next to the Print button are the Fax and Email buttons, which can be used to send the ACI lead sheet to a fax
machine or email instead. This can be handy when you have no use for printing the copy yourself, but need to send it on
to someone else. The Fax and Email buttons give you the same choice between the Standard and Detailed Driver's
copies, as well as the fax number or email that you'd like to send it to. For the email option you can also enter a message
to the recipient.
There is no fee associated with using the fax lead sheet option. The fax number entered must include area code,
regardless of whether you are sending to a local fax machine or not.
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6.2 Generating Lead Sheets Ahead of Time
One of the problems with pulling up lead sheets directly from a manifest is that it can sometimes be difficult to get them to
the driver. If you aren't able to get the information for the manifest until the driver has already picked up the load, then
chances are you'd have to have the driver stop somewhere and wait for a fax from you before proceeding to the border.
This can be costly.
A good way to get around this problem is to generate a set of ACI lead sheets to give to your driver ahead of time, much
the way you do with PARS barcodes. That way your driver already has the lead sheet in the truck, and can be on the way
to the border while the manifest is being prepared.
To get started, select the option 'ACE/ACI Coversheets' from the Account menu on the top menu bar.
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This will bring you to the ACI Coversheet Listing. From here click on the 'Create ACI Coversheet' button to enter the
information for the lead sheets you wish to generate. The only information you're required to enter here is the Carrier
Code and the Trip Number Range, which specifies the first and last trip number in the sequence. For example entering
0001 to 0050 will generate a set of 50 ACI lead sheets beginning with 0001 and continuing through 0050.
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Once you're finished entering the information you wish to appear on your lead sheets, you can click Save to save the set
in the system, or Save/View PDF to save the set and immediately bring up the PDF file so that you can print them for
distribution to your drivers.
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At any time you can return to the ACI Coversheet Listing to see what trip number sequences you've used before, view the
PDF files again, edit an existing set or delete it.
Now when your driver picks up a load, they can simply complete the extra information on the lead sheet you provided
them and let you know the trip number (aka conveyance reference number) they are using so that you can match it when
entering the manifest.
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7 Correcting Rejected ACI eManifests (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACI eManifest Software Guide.
How to Make Changes and Correct Your ACI eManifest
This guide offers instructions on correcting an ACI eManifest that has received a reject response from CBSA in
BorderConnect ACI eManifest software. If rejected, your trip or shipment's current status will show as CBSA Returned
Error, and there will be a CBSA Response under your History/Status Messages showing a reject and the reason for it. In
order to resolve the problem, you will need to locate that reject response, and follow the specific instructions for that
reject.
This guide is not intended to replace BorderConnect support. It may be that a combination of rejects or events create a
situation for which the solution is too complicated to elaborate on here. This will only cover the basics of what each
rejection message means, and the solution to the simple situations where it might be encountered.

7.1 Shipment Linked to Another Trip
Example

CBSA Response: Trip [12340009189] Rejected Cargo Control Number: Shipment Linked to Another Trip on 1234PARS008698

This reject comes up when one of the shipments on the manifest you are trying to submit is already linked to a different
manifest in CBSA's system. It will tell you which shipment is causing the problem at the end of the response. i.e. from the
example the shipment 1234PARS008698 is the one that CBSA shows listed on another trip.
In order to resolve this problem, you will have to locate the original manifest that the shipment was listed on first. Once
this has been found, you will need to send a change request for that manifest by selecting Change Trip Only under Send
to CBSA. This will make sure that the shipment is de-linked from that manifest in CBSA's system. Once this change
request is accepted, you can return to your rejected manifest and Change Trip Only for it as well. This will link the
shipment and resolve the reject.
If you should find that the original manifest has already been arrived or released, you won't be able to update it. In this
case the shipment will already be marked as arrived and won't be able to be reused. Instead you would need to assign a
new cargo control number to the shipment, and send the shipment to CBSA using the option Send New Shipment
Request. Once that is accepted, send a Change Trip Only for the manifest to resolve the reject. It is recommend that you
also call BorderConnect support at 800-596-5176 for guidance, as depending on the situation it may also be necessary to
cancel the rejected shipment using Form BSF673 and contact the customs broker.

7.2 Duplicate
Examples
CBSA Response: Trip [1234114000] Rejected Client Supplied Request Id: Duplicate on 1234114000
CBSA Response: Shipment [1234PARS006351] Rejected Client Supplied Request Id: Duplicate on 1234PARS006351

This reject comes up when the trip number you are using has already been used as a cargo control number, or when the
cargo control number you are using has already been used as a trip number. CBSA's system does not allow this to take
place.
In order to resolve the problem, you will most likely need to change the trip number or cargo control to a new one and
resend the trip or shipment that was rejected, using the option 'Send Trip Only' or 'Send New Shipment Request' under
'Send to CBSA'.

7.3 Cannot Cancel, Shipment Is Linked to a Trip
Example

CBSA Response: Shipment [1234PARS006793] Rejected Cancel Request Reason: Cannot Cancel, Shipment Is Linked to a Tr

This a reject that occurs when you try to cancel a shipment that is linked to a trip in CBSA's system. A shipment can't be
cancelled if CBSA has it listed on a manifest. You must first either de-link the shipment from the manifest in their system
or cancel the manifest before the shipment cancel can be processed. The most common place for this reject to come up
is when you try to Cancel Trip and Shipments. Because CBSA cannot guarantee the trip cancel gets processed first,
shipments may fail to cancel.
• If you were trying Cancel Trip and Shipments, you can resolve it by sending an extra cancel for the shipment(s)
that got this reject. Under Send to CBSA, select Send Cancel/Delete Shipment Request. Because the cancel
request for the trip will now have been processed, your shipment cancel will go through this time.
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• If you were trying to cancel just the shipment because you wanted to remove it from a manifest, you should now
follow the instructions for removing shipments from an eManifest in the changes guide.

7.4 Shipment Not On File
Example
CBSA Response: Trip [123400104] Rejected Cargo Control Number: Shipment Not On File on 1234PARS108098

This reject means that one of the shipments on the manifest you are trying to submit is either not on file or in rejected
status. It will tell you which shipment is causing the problem at the end of the response. i.e. from the example the
shipment 1234PARS108098 is either not on file or rejected.
To correct the issue, you will first have to make sure the shipment that caused the reject gets into accepted status. If it is
currently not on file, i.e. in draft or cancelled status, you will want to send it to CBSA using the option Send New Shipment
Request. Or if it is a shipment that you picked up from another carrier, you will need to make sure that they send the
shipment using their own ACI software.
If the shipment is in rejected status you will need to resolve that reject before proceeding with your trip fixing your trip. You
will want to consult the guide on how to fix the shipment's reject before returning here.
Once the shipment that caused the reject is in accepted status, all you need to do to fix the trip is send a change request.
Under Send to CBSA, select the option Change Trip Only. The manifest will come back accepted and link successfully
with the shipment.

7.5 Invalid Status of Request
Examples
CBSA Response: Trip [123400104] Rejected Reason: Invalid status of request on 123400104
CBSA Response: Shipment [1234PARS108098] Rejected Reason: Invalid status of request on 1234PARS108098

Invalid status of request is a reject that basically means that your trip or shipment cannot be accepted again because it is
already on file, or that you are trying to send a change or amend for a shipment that has been cancelled. It most
commonly occurs when a manifest that you've previously sent to CBSA is then sent again. Your response to this reject
will depend on your situation:
• If you resent your manifest because you made changes to it and wanted to update the manifest with CBSA, you
should now send a change request. Under Send to CBSA, select Change Trip and Shipments, Change Trip Only,
or Send Change Shipment Request, depending on whether the trip, shipment or both are rejected. This will allow
CBSA to see your updates, and will bring the manifest out of rejected status. Please note also that change
requests are the correct way to update your manifest with CBSA. Resending a manifest that is already accepted
will always result in this error.
• If you resent your manifest by mistake, and had not made any changes to it, you do not need to take any action to
correct it. CBSA still has your manifest from the first time it was sent, and the reject is only for the resend.
• If you sent a change request on a manifest that you had previously cancelled, it is not going through because
CBSA does not allow changes to cancelled manifests. From here, all you will need to do to correct it is resend the
manifest. Under Send to CBSA, select Send Trip and Shipments, Send Trip Only, or Send New Shipment
Request, depending on whether the trip, shipment or both are rejected.
• If this is the first time you've sent this manifest and you receive this response, i.e. it is not a resend, it means that
the trip or shipment has already been used. This may be because the manifest was set up in another system,
such as the CBSA Portal or through another service provider. In this case you can either use the manifest
prepared in that system or have it cancelled from there before resending it in BorderConnect. Or if you determine
that the trip number or cargo control number is being used for a different load, you will need to assign a new trip
number or cargo control number.
It could also be that the trip or shipment was set up previously in BorderConnect, then the trip number or cargo
control number was changed but that change was not processed by CBSA. In this case you are best to contact
our support to help you determine where it was used so that it can be cancelled out properly. Again, if it has
already crossed the border, you will need to assign a new trip number or cargo control number.

7.6 Trip Port Does Not Match Shipment Port
Example

CBSA Response: Trip [123400763] Rejected Cargo Control Number: Trip Port Does Not Match Shipment Port on 1234PARS0

This reject comes up when you are trying to submit a manifest on which the trip and one of the attached shipments have
a different First Canadian Port of Entry. The trip and all attached shipments must have the same port in order for the
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manifest to be accepted.
This rejected commonly comes up when you update the port for the manifest and select 'Change Trip Only'. If your
manifest has shipments on it, then you must select 'Change Trip and Shipments', because the shipment ports must also
be updated in CBSA's system.
To resolve this reject, you must first edit the ports for the trip and all attached shipments to make sure they are correct
Once this is done, under Send to CBSA, select Change Trip and Shipments.

7.7 Already Used
Examples
CBSA Response: Trip [123400811] Rejected Cargo Control Number: Already Used on 1234PARS002237
CBSA Response: Shipment [1234PARS002237] Rejected Reason: Number Already Used on 1234PARS002237

This reject means that the trip number or cargo control number that you're trying to submit has already been processed by
CBSA, and cannot be reused again. The end of the reject message will tell you the trip number or cargo control number
that has been used in the past. In our examples, it is the cargo control number 1234PARS002237.
To resolve this reject, you will need to assign a new trip number or cargo control number to replace the rejected one.
Once you have edited the number in BorderConnect, you will need to send it to CBSA as an original, i.e. under Send to
CBSA select Send Trip Only for a trip or Send New Shipment Request for a shipment. In the case where you are
resending a shipment, you will also need to wait for that to be accepted and then select Change Trip Only under Send to
CBSA.

7.8 Not On File
Examples
CBSA Response: Trip [12340218] Rejected Cancel Request Reason: Not On File on 12340218
CBSA Response: Shipment [1234PARS0112] Rejected Cancel Request Reason: Not On File on 1234PARS0112

This is a reject that comes up when you try to send a cancel request or change request for a trip or shipment that is not in
CBSA's system. e.g. you send a cancel for a trip but that trip was never sent in the first place. A common occurrence for
this reject is if you were to edit a cargo control number in BorderConnect and send a change request for it. This will not be
successful because CBSA will not be able to tell what the old cargo control number was that you are trying to update.
• If you encounter this reject when you were trying to cancel a trip or a shipment, you should not need to do
anything else because the response confirms that it is not on file with CBSA. It is now free to be left cancelled or
modified and resent.
• If you encounter this reject when you were trying to change something other than trip number or cargo control
number, the rejected trip or shipment will need to be sent instead. i.e. under Send to CBSA select Send Trip
Only, Send New Shipment Request or Send Trip and Shipments.
• If you were trying to change your trip number or cargo control number, you should set the trip number or cargo
control number back to what it was originally, and follow the procedures in for making those changes in the
changes guide.
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8 Updating or Correcting an Accepted ACI eManifest (ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACI eManifest Software Guide.
How to change and correct an ACI eManifest in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on making updates or corrections to an ACI eManifest using BorderConnect ACI
eManifest software. It assumes that your manifest is already submitted and on file with CBSA using BorderConnect ACI.
Please note the changes in this guide can only be made prior to the driver's arrival at the border.
The procedure for changing your manifest will depend on what part of your manifest you need to change. While it is
possible to process most types of changes using a change request, a few types of changes will need to be processed
using different steps.
For all types of changes, you will first want to bring up your manifest by using the ACI eManifest Search Page and clicking
View.

8.1 Change Requests
Most types of changes to your manifest can be done using this procedure. The exceptions are changing your trip number,
changing your cargo control number, adding a shipment or removing a shipment. For instructions on making those
changes, please refer to the individual sections below addressing them.
1. Make the change to the manifest in BorderConnect. If you are changing more than one of these things, you
should complete all of them before moving on to the next step.
♦ Changes to port of entry or ETA (including date) can be made using the Edit button near the top left of
the page. Once the changes are made clicking Save will update the manifest in BorderConnect, and the
system will offer to update all attached shipments to match the port or ETA change made for the trip. You
should select Yes for this option.

♦ Changes to the truck or trailer can be made by clicking the Remove link for the current truck or trailer to
remove them from the manifest. You can then use the Quick Assign Truck or Quick Assign Trailer to add
the new one to the manifest. The driver can also be updated this way but please note that the driver is not
transmitted to CBSA and is only listed on the manifest for your reference.
♦ Changes to seal numbers can be made by clicking the View link on the trailer or truck, depending on
where the seals are located. From there you can add, remove or edit the seals. Once finished, you should
use the Back to ACI eManifest button.
♦ A cargo exemption can be added to the truck or trailer by mousing over the Set Cargo Exemption button
and selecting the appropriate exemption. One can be removed by clicking the Remove Cargo Exemption
Code link on the cargo exemption for the truck or trailer.
♦ Changes to shipper, consignee or commodity information can be made by clicking the View link for the
shipment, which will bring you inside the shipment. From there, you can use the Remove from Shipment
link on the shipper or consignee you want to change, then assign or quick assign the new one. The Edit
link can be used instead if you want to fix a mistake. Similarly, you can update commodity information by
using the Edit link for the commodity, or click Create Commodity to add an additional commodity to the
shipment.
2. Transmit the changes to CBSA. Now that the changes have been made in BorderConnect, CBSA will require a
change request to see them.
♦ Use the option Change Trip and Shipments under Send to CBSA if your changes involved both the trip
and shipment portions of your manifest. i.e. port or ETA changes, or multiple changes.
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♦ Use the option Change Trip Only under Send to CBSA if your changes only involved the trip portion of
your manifest. i.e. changes to truck or trailer, seal numbers, cargo exemption, or any changes when there
are no shipments on the manifest.
♦ Use the option Send Change Shipment Request (available only from the Send to CBSA inside the
shipment) if your changes only involved information in that shipment. i.e. changes to shipper, consignee,
and commodity information.
3. Check back to verify that the change request gets accepted by CBSA. Sending your change request will have
updated your trip and/or shipment status to Transmitted to CBSA. When the change request is accepted, the
status will revert back to On File with CBSA or On File with Transaction Numbers and you will see an accepted
response under the ACI eManifest History.

8.2 Changing Trip Number or Cargo Control Number
Changes to trip number or cargo control number will require a cancel and resubmit instead of a change request. You
won't have to re-enter the manifest in BorderConnect, the cancel just takes it out of CBSA's system.
1. Cancel the manifest with CBSA. This must be done before you make any changes to the trip or cargo control
number, so that CBSA knows which manifest and shipments you are trying to cancel. Under Send to CBSA, you
can select the option Cancel Trip Only if you need to make changes to the trip number only, or Cancel Trip and
Shipments if you need to make changes to a cargo control number.
2. Wait for CBSA to accept the cancel requests that you sent. Because this can take 10 minutes or more, you may
want to use the eManifest Tracking Feature to alert you when the response comes in. When the cancel is
accepted by CBSA, the status will change to Cancelled Manifest and you will see an accepted response in the
ACI eManifest History.
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3. Make your changes in BorderConnect. Changes to the trip number can be made using the Edit button near the
top left of the page, and changes to cargo control numbers can be made by clicking the View link for the
shipment, and using the Edit button inside the shipment. Once you've changed your trip number or cargo control
number, click the Save button. If were changing your cargo control number, you'll want to use the Back to ACI
eManifest button now.
4. Resend the manifest to CBSA. Under Send to CBSA, use the option Send Trip and Shipments, or Send Trip
Only if you had cancelled the trip only.
5. Check back to verify that the manifest was accepted. The manifest status will update to On File with CBSA or On
File with Transaction Numbers and you will see an accepted response under the ACI eManifest History.

8.3 Adding a Shipment to the Manifest
Adding a shipment to your manifest will involve sending two requests. One will add the shipment in CBSA's system, the
other will make sure that it's listed on your manifest.
1. Add the shipment to your manifest in BorderConnect. You should use the Create New Shipment button on the
manifest, and then enter all the normal required data for an ACI shipment, including shipper, consignee and
commodity.
2. Send the shipment to CBSA. This should be done from inside the shipment. When you are done entering the
information, instead of using the Back to ACI eManifest button as you normally would, you should select Send
New Unassociated Shipment Request under Shipment Only Send to CBSA.

3. Wait for the shipment to be accepted by CBSA. Because this can take 10 minutes or more, you may want to go
back to the ACI eManifest at this time and use the eManifest Tracking Feature to alert you when the response
comes in. When the shipment is accepted by CBSA, the status will change to On File with CBSA or On File with
Transaction Numbers and you will see an accepted response in the ACI eManifest History.
4. Send a change request for the manifest. Now that the shipment is accepted by CBSA, we have to tie it to the
manifest in their system. Using the Send to CBSA on the main page of the manifest, select the option Change
Trip Only.
5. Check back to verify that the change request was accepted. The manifest status will update to On File with CBSA
or On File with Transaction Numbers and you will see an accepted response under the ACI eManifest History.

8.4 Removing a Shipment from the Manifest
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Removing a shipment from your manifest will involve sending two requests. One will de-link the shipment from your
manifest in CBSA's system, the other will cancel the shipment out of CBSA's system.
1. Detach the shipment from the manifest in BorderConnect. To do so, use the Detach link for the shipment.

2. Send a change request for the manifest. This will de-link the shipment from the manifest in CBSA's system by
updating the list of attached shipments. Under Send to CBSA, select the option Change Trip Only.
3. Wait for the change request to be accepted. The manifest status will update to On File with CBSA or On File with
Transaction Numbers and you will see an accepted response under the ACI eManifest History.
4. Cancel the shipment with CBSA. Now that your shipment is no longer linked to your manifest in CBSA's system, it
is important to go back and cancel it. Because your shipment can no longer be accessed from the manifest, you
will need to search for it on the ACI Shipment Search Page and click View to access the shipment. From there,
under Send to CBSA, choose the option Send Cancel/Delete Shipment Request.
5. Check back to verify that the cancel was accepted. When the cancel is accepted by CBSA, the status will change
to Cancelled and you will see an accepted response in the ACI Shipment History.
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9 E-Manifest Tracking Feature (ACE and ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
This guide offers instructions on using the eManifest Tracking Feature in BorderConnect. It assumes that you have an
active software subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact
BorderConnect to get you set up.
The eManifest Tracking Feature allows you to receive updates by email and screen notification when a manifest gets
responses from customs. Whereas normally you might just check back on your manifest when it's convenient for you, this
feature is designed to help out in situations where you want to leave your manifest and do other things, but need to know
right away when the manifest receives a response.
The most common scenario where the feature would be useful when you are changing an ACI eManifest, and the
changes you're making must be done in separate stages. For example if you needed to change the manifest's trip
number, you would first need to send a cancel request, then wait for the reply before making your changes and resending
the manifest. In this example you must wait for the response to the cancel request before proceeding, but based on
current response times in ACI this can take 10 minutes or more. You may want to spend that time working on other
things, but still know right away when the response comes in.

9.1 Tracking a Manifest
Tracking a manifest is easy. Simply go to the ACI or ACE Manifest Details Page of the manifest you wish to track. On the
top row of buttons, hover your mouse over the Track button.

You will be given the choice between 'Track eManifest' and 'Track eManifest With Note'. Both accomplish the same thing,
the ability to add a note just makes it helps in cases where you might need to remember why you were tracking the
manifest. If you do decide to track the manifest with a note, you will be prompted to enter the note in a text box and hit
save.
You are now tracking the manifest. This will create a handy link to take you back to the manifest anytime, even if you're
working on another manifest. This link will be displayed directly under the main menu. If you chose to track the manifest
with a note, hovering your mouse over the link will also display the note you entered.

Once you begin tracking a manifest, you will receive an email notification for each customs response that comes in for
that manifest. The notification will be sent to the email specified in your User Account.
You will also be able to tell that the manifest has a new response by looking at the shortcut link to the manifest at the top
of the page. If there's been a new response since you last checked on the manifest, it will display 3 red exclamation
marks next to the trip number.
If there are people tracking a manifest, the manifest will display a list of people tracking it on the ACI or ACE Manifest
Details Page towards the bottom of the page.
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9.2 Untracking a Manifest
When you no longer need to track your manifest, it's easy enough to stop tracking it. If you are on the ACI or ACE
Manifest Details Page of the manifest you wish to stop tracking, you can hover your mouse over the Track button, and
select 'Untrack Manifest'.

Another way to stop tracking a manifest is to click the Untrack link located under the 'People Tracking' section of your
manifest toward the bottom of the ACI or ACE eManifest Details Page. Please note that if there are others tracking the
same manifest you will not have the option to untrack it for them. You can only select Untrack for yourself.
You can also stop tracking a manifest by clicking the [x] to the right of the shortcut link for the manifest. This allows you to
untrack the manifest without bringing up the manifest first.
Once you have untracked the manifest the shortcut link will be removed, and you will no longer receive email notifications
when new customs responses come in for that manifest.
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10 Shipment Types For ACE and ACI eManifest
This article is part of the BorderConnect Shipment Type Guide.
A Shipment Type, aka clearance type or release option, is the method by which goods being transported by a highway
carrier obtain Customs' permission to enter the country. In general, it is the responsibility of the importer or their agent
(broker) to select the shipment type. With very few exceptions, the carrier should not make a decision as to which
shipment type should be used, but instead rely on their client to supply them with those instructions. This guide offers
instructions on shipment types used within BorderConnect eManifest Software.
The most common shipment type for commercial goods entering Canada is PARS, in which goods obtain CBSA
clearance ahead of arrival at the border. Its counterpart for goods entering the U.S. is PAPS.

10.1 CBSA Shipment Types for ACI eManifest
The following shipment types are used for goods entering Canada via highway carrier:
• PARS - default shipment type for commercial goods entering Canada, allows pre-clearance of goods.
• In-Bond - allows for inland movement of goods that are not considered "released" by CBSA.
• CSA - special shipment type for parties enrolled in the CSA trusted trader program when all required conditions
are met.
• A49 Automotive Release - special shipment type used for shipping production automotive parts to Chrysler, Ford
and GM.
• ATA Carnet - typically used for commercial samples, professional equipment and goods for use at exhibitions and
fairs.
• E29B - type of temporary import
• Goods Astray - allows for the release of goods which were previously exported from the Canada.
• Paper RMD - allows importers to obtain release of goods prior to payment of duties and taxes by presenting
interim documentation, otherwise known as an RMD package.
• Paper B3 - used to account for imported goods, regardless of value, destined for commercial use in Canada.
• Personal Goods - used when non-commercial goods are transported by highway carriers.
• Orders In Council - used when goods are covered under an Order in Council granting exemption from normal
release methods.
• Master Provisional - used when the importer/owner or broker cannot establish a final value for duty of goods at
the time of importation.
• Automotive Line Release - special shipment type used for shipping new Ford, GM, Chrysler production vehicles
to dealerships in Canada.
• Value Included - used in the event additional goods are shipped to address a shortage in a shipped order.
• Military Goods - used when goods belonging or destined to the Canadian Department of National Defence being
transported by an authorized commercial carrier.

10.2 CBSA Cargo Exemptions for ACI eManifest
The following shipments are considered cargo exemptions for goods entering Canada via highway carrier:
• Instruments of International Trade (IIT) - used for empty racks and containers that cross the border in
international transportation.
• In-Transit - used when goods are moving from point-to-point travelling through the United States.
• Flying Truck - used when freight that was originally supposed to arrive in Canada by air instead arrives by truck.
• Courier Low Value Shipment - special shipment type only available to couriers transporting low value shipments.
• Postal Shipment - used to report shipments of mail moving from a foreign postal service to Canada Post.
• Emergency Repairs - used by Canadian carriers to report emergency repairs to commercial vehicles that occur
outside Canada.
• Empty ACI eManifest - Although not required at all ports, an empty conveyance can still be provided and is
recommended.

10.3 CBP Shipment Types for ACE Manifest
The following shipment types are used for goods entering the United States via highway carrier:
• PAPS - default shipment type for commercial goods entering the U.S., allows pre-clearance of goods
• QP In-Bond - allows for custom broker clearance for inland movement of goods that are not considered
"released" by CBP
• ACE In-Bond - allows for inland movement of goods that are not considered "released" by CBP in ACE Manifest.
• Section 321 - allows for import of goods valued under 800 USD
• Instruments of International Traffic (IIT) - used for empty racks and containers that cross the border in
international transportation
• ATA Carnet - allows for the temporary importation of goods into a country.
• BRASS - type of pre-clearance, can only be used by FAST-approved drivers
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• Personal Shipment - used when non-commercial goods are transported by highway carriers
• Free of Duty - used for duty-free merchandise not exceeding 2500 USD in value
• Returned American Products - allows for the release at the border of shipments consisting of products of the
United States being returned.
• Goods Astray - used for the return to the U.S. of refused or undeliverable shipments or goods brought into
Canada accidentally
• U.S. Department of Defense Shipment - cargo belonging to department of defense being transported by
commercial carrier
• International Mail - used to report shipments of mail moving from a foreign postal service to the U.S. Postal
Service
• Intangibles - used for the release of certain specific commodities including business records and articles returned
from space
• CBP Form 3461 (Entry/Immediate Delivery, aka Type 11) - regular PAPS entry submitted by a customs broker in
paper format rather than electronically. manifested by the carrier as a PAPS
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11 Preparing Partial ACI eManifests in Two Carrier Scenarios
(ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACI eManifest Software Guide.
How to create a referenced shipment in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on how to prepare an ACI eManifest in situations where one carrier contracts another
carrier to transport goods on their behalf. It assumes you already have an active software subscription with
BorderConnect ACI eManifest sofware and that your carrier code is already registered for ACI with CBSA. If you are not
yet registered, please refer to the registration instructions.
In ACI, normally a single party prepares and submits a complete eManifest to CBSA. But when one carrier gives their
PARS (or other types of shipments) to another carrier to take into Canada, each carrier will have to prepare a separate
part of the manifest. In this type of arrangement, the terms 'Primary Carrier' and 'Secondary Carrier' are used to
differentiate between the two parties.
Primary Carrier
• Represents the carrier that is giving away their shipments. Although the shipments will be clearing under their
Carrier Code, the Primary Carrier will not be physically transporting the goods into Canada.
• Maintains full liability for the goods until they reach their destination.
• Retains books and records for proof of cargo release.
• Responsible for submission of ACI eManifest shipment (cargo) data.
• Their carrier code must be used in the Cargo Control Number of the shipment.
Secondary Carrier
• Represents the carrier that is physically transporting the goods to Canada and is liable to report the goods at
the First Point of Arrival (FPOA).
• Retains books and records for proof of trip (conveyance) report. (must retain stamped ACI lead sheet).
• Responsible for the submission of ACI eManifest trip (conveyance) data.
• Their carrier code must be used in the trip number (conveyance reference number).
• The trip submitted by the Secondary Carrier will quote the cargo control numbers submitted by the Primary
Carrier, linking them to create a complete manifest.
• Does not require a letter of authorization from the Primary Carrier to transport goods under their carrier code. The
ACI eManifest will serve as inferred authorization.
Because each carrier will have to prepare a separate part of the manifest, please refer to the appropriate section for
instructions on manifesting as the Primary or Secondary carrier.

11.1 Preparing ACI Shipment Data as the Primary Carrier
The Primary Carrier is responsible for reporting the shipment data in ACI eManifest. Even though you're not the one
physically taking the goods into Canada, the shipments are still clearing under your Carrier Code, so it is not possible for
the Secondary Carrier to send the ACI Shipments for you. Likewise, it is not possible for you to submit the ACI Trip for
them, because the trip has to go under their carrier code. So you will have to prepare just the ACI Shipments, by
themselves. Also, the Secondary Carrier will not be able to complete their part of the manifest until you have completed
your part, so they will be waiting on you to complete these steps.
1. On the top menu bar, under 'ACI eManifests', select 'Start New ACI Shipment'. It's important to make sure you start a
new shipment and not a new manifest, because in this situation you do not want the shipment to be attached to a trip.
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2. Enter the information on the Start New ACI Shipment Page. You can complete this page as you normally would, except
that the 'Attached to Trip Number' field should be left blank. When selecting the First Canadian Port of Entry, you will
need to be sure to use the port that the Secondary Carrier will cross at. When finished, click the Save button.

3. Make sure the rest of the shipment information is completed as normal, including Shipper, Consignee and Commodity
information.
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4. Transmit the shipment to CBSA. Under 'Send to CBSA', select the option 'Send New Shipment Request'. Please note
that unlike the normal procedure where you would use the 'Send to CBSA' on the main page of the manifest, this time you
will remain on the ACI Shipment Details Page and use the 'Send to CBSA' located there.

5. Check back to verify that the shipment is accepted by CBSA. You can do so by either leaving the shipment page open
and using your browser's refresh button, or by looking up the shipment on the ACI Shipment Search Page and selecting
'View'. Once your shipment is accepted, the 'Current Status' will update to 'On File with CBSA' and you will see an
accepted response for the shipment under the shipment history.
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You have now filed your part of the manifest as a Primary Carrier, and you can advise the Secondary Carrier that the
shipment is on file in ACI, and they can file their part of the manifest. They will only need to know the Cargo Control
Number you used and the port in order to do so. If you have more shipments for the Secondary Carrier to take, you may
want to wait until you've repeated this process for all of them before advising the Secondary Carrier.

11.2 Preparing ACI Trip Data as the Secondary Carrier
The Secondary Carrier is responsible for reporting the trip data in ACI eManifest. Because the shipments are clearing
under the Primary Carrier's Carrier Code, it is not possible for you to submit the ACI Shipments for them. Likewise, it's not
possible for them to submit the ACI Trip for you, because the trip must be under your Carrier Code. So you will have to
prepare the ACI Trip, and link to shipment data submitted by the Primary Carrier.

11.2.1 Getting Started
Before getting started, you will need to make sure that the Primary Carrier has submitted the shipment data in ACI, and it
is on file. It won't be possible for you to complete your manifest before they've done their part. They will need to advise
you that the ACI Shipment is on file, what the Cargo Control Number is, and what port it is set up for.
If you have not set up manifests for taking the Primary Carrier's shipments before, you will need to make sure their carrier
code is added to your account. On the top menu bar, under 'Account', select 'Company'. This will bring you to the
Company Details Page. On this page, check under the Canadian Carrier Codes List to see if the Primary Carrier's carrier
code is there. If it is not, you can add it by clicking the New Canadian Carrier Code button. If it is there but listed as
'Deactive', you can click the 'Activate' link to enable it.
You will also need to enable an option in your account for 'Reference Only' shipments. On the top menu bar, under
'Account', select 'Company Preferences'. From there, set the option 'Allow ACI "Reference Only" Shipments' to Yes and
click the Save button at the top of the page.

11.2.2 Preparing the Manifest
1. On the top menu bar, under 'ACI eManifests', select 'Start New ACI eManifest'.
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2. Enter the information on the Start New ACI eManifest Page as you normally would, but be aware that your First
Canadian Port of Entry must match the port entered by the Primary Carrier when they set up the ACI Shipment. When
finished, click Save.
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3. Review the trip information on the ACI eManifest Details Page, and enter additional trailers, drivers, passengers, seal
numbers or containers if applicable.
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4. Click on the 'Create New Shipment' button located toward the bottom of the ACI eManifest Details Page.
5. On the Start New ACI Shipment Page, check the box for Shipment Reference Only. This will hide the fields that you
don't need to complete, since the Primary Carrier will already have transmitted that data. You can now simply complete
the remaining fields. For Cargo Control Number, you will need to make sure that you use the number supplied by the
Primary Carrier, including their carrier code. When you are finished, click Save.

6. Click on the Back to ACI eManifest button to return to the ACI eManifest Details Page.
7. If you have additional shipments to add to the manifest, repeat steps 4 through 6. Please note that all shipments on the
truck must be accounted for on one manifest.
8. Transmit the manifest to CBSA. To do so, under 'Send to CBSA', select 'Send Trip Only'.
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9. Check back to verify that the manifest is accepted by CBSA. You can do so by either leaving the shipment page open
and using your browser's refresh button, or by looking up the manifest on the ACI eManifest Search Page and selecting
'View'. Once your manifest is accepted, the 'Current Status' will update to 'On File with CBSA' and you will see an
accepted response for the trip in the history. This means that your manifest has successfully linked to the Primary
Carrier's shipments, and is complete.

If you are subscribed to BorderConnect's PARS Checking program, please note that you will not be automatically updated
with transaction numbers for the Primary Carrier's shipments, because their carrier code is different. You can, however,
send a Status Query to CBSA which will return the transaction number if it is on file. To do so, simply use the Send Status
Query button that appears on the ACI Shipment Details Page. For more information about the Status Query function,
please see the guide.

11.2.3 Troubleshooting
When sending trip information as the Secondary Carrier, there are 3 main things that can cause your submission to be
rejected. Here are the rejects you may receive, what they mean and how to resolve them.
1. 'Invalid Status of Related Request'. This means that the Primary Carrier's ACI Shipment is not currently on file.
To resolve this, you should first double check the Cargo Control Number with the Primary Carrier. If it is correct,
then their ACI Shipment must either not have been submitted yet, or was rejected. You should ask that they file it
or correct it, and advise you when it is on file. Once you know that it is on file, you can send a change request
under 'Send to CBSA' by selecting the option 'Change Trip Only'.
2. 'CCN Cannot be Related to 2 Conveyances'. This means that the Primary Carrier's ACI Shipment is on file, but is
already linked to a different trip. To resolve this, you should contact the Primary Carrier and ask that they de-link
the shipment for you. Once you know that this has been done, you can send a change request under 'Send to
CBSA' by selecting the option 'Change Trip Only'. Please note that if the shipment was linked to another manifest
on your end, the Primary Carrier will not be able to assist you. If this is the case, please contact BorderConnect
Support for assistance.
3. 'Port Code on Manifest Must Equal Port Code on Conveyance'. This means that the Primary Carrier's ACI
Shipment is on file, but is set up for another port than the one you have entered on your trip. In order to resolve
this, you will either need to change your port on your trip, if it is incorrect, or contact the Primary Carrier and ask
them to update the port on their ACI Shipment. Once you know that this has been done, you can send a change
request under 'Send to CBSA' by selecting the option 'Change Trip Only'.
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As always though, please contact BorderConnect Support for help in resolving rejects, as situations may be more
complicated than what is listed here.
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12 Declaring an Empty ACI eManifest (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACI eManifest Software Guide.
How to create an empty ACI eManifest in BorderConnect.
Although CBSA has originally announced that an ACI eManifest must be processed for empty trucks, and trailers - in
September of 2019 CBSA has updated their policy to recommend and encourage highway carriers to submit an ACI
eManifest for empty conveyances. With the exception of bob-tailed trucks. Filing an empty truck manifest is still
recommended if possible.[1][2]

12.1 To process an ACI eManifest in BorderConnect with an empty
conveyance, follow these steps.
12.1.1 Step 1: Navigate to 'Start New ACI eManifest' under the ACI eManifest menu option.

12.1.2 Step 2: Once you have entered your ACI eManifest conveyance data, navigate to the top
left and click 'Save'. This will bring you to your ACI eManifest details page.
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12.1.3 Step 3: Once you confirm the data entered for the ACI eManifest, click 'Send Trip Only',
under Send to CBSA. This will transmit your empty ACI eManifest to CBSA, and let CBSA
know that no shipments will be transmitted along with the ACI eManifest.

12.1.4 Once CBSA accepts your empty conveyance ACI eManifest, and the status of your
eManifest turns to three blue bars, your driver will be cleared to cross.

12.2 Declaring an empty conveyance as a CSA Approved carrier
For drivers who do not have a FAST or CDRP card, employed by a company that is CSA Approved, you must follow the
fore mentioned 3 steps, and provide an ACI eManifest lead sheet to the officer.

CSA Empty Truck Conveyance
If a company is CSA approved and the driver has a valid FAST or CDRP card meeting existing requirements for CSA
release, but traveling with an empty conveyance. A CSA lead sheet must be provided declaring the wording 'Empty
Truck'.[3]

12.3 References
1. ? CBSA Customs Notice 15-030 https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/cn-ad/cn15-030-eng.html
2. ? https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/dm-md/d3/d3-4-2-eng.html
3. ? https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/dm-md/d23/d23-2-1-eng.html
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13 Meat Shipment CFIA Inspection Status Feature (CBSA)
This article is part of the BorderConnect PARS Software Guide.

13.1 Background
All shipments of meat coming into Canada from the U.S. are subject to the possibility of a random inspection by the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). If a meat shipment is selected for inspection, the carrier is notified only after
the shipment has already arrived in Canada and cleared customs. If selected, the carrier must report to a facility specified
by CFIA and for the meat to be inspected before the shipment can be delivered to the consignee in Canada.

13.2 Checking on the inspection status of meat shipments using
BorderConnect
Highway carriers transporting meat shipments from the U.S. to Canada typically verify the inspection status of their meat
shipments using the ASSIST Tool on CFIA's website. For users of BorderConnect PARS though, the inspection status is
available directly inside BorderConnect, and can even be automatically sent to dispatchers and drivers.[1]

Example of email notification of CFIA inspection status

13.2.1 Prerequisities
• You must be set up with BorderConnect PARS in order to make use of this feature.
• Inspection status will not be available until the meat shipment in question has arrived in Canada and been
released by CBSA.

13.2.2 Details
• When a meat shipment is released by CBSA, the "Released" notification for the PARS will show additional
information when viewed in detail under PARS Shipments. The listing will show whether a CFIA inspection is
required, and where the inspection is to take place.
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• Users of BorderConnect's ACI eManifest software can also see the inspection status under the ACI eManifest
Details Page or ACI Shipment Details Page, provided they have prepared a manifest for the meat shipment.
Using the eManifest Details Page to view the inspection status can be particularly convenient when the manifest
has multiple PARS that need to have their status checked, as it will list all inspection statuses on one page.
• Any users or drivers set up to receive notifications for the PARS in question will receive a separate notification for
the CFIA inspection status. i.e. Users who are set up to receive email notifications for all PARS on the account via
the "Receive RNS Status Auto Email Messages" option will receive an email regarding the CFIA inspection status
of the shipment. Drivers that are associated with the PARS either due to being listed on the same ACI eManifest
or via PARS Sequence being entered on their Profiles will receive an email or text notification of the inspection
status if the notification options are set in their profile.

13.2.3 Limitations
• As this feature is powered entirely by the CFIA's ASSIST tool, it will not be able to function if ASSIST itself is
experiencing downtime, or if the status is for some other reason not available in ASSIST. Likewise it is possible
that future changes made by CFIA to the procedure or to ASSIST could disable or invalidate our interaction with
it.
• There is usually a delay of anywhere from 5 minutes to a half hour between when CBSA releases a shipment and
CFIA displays the inspection status in ASSIST. During this period the inspection status will also be unavailable in
BorderConnect.
• ASSIST will only display the inspection status for shipments which entered Canada less than 30 days ago. After
30 days the status becomes unavailable. As such, the inspection status will also cease to become viewable in
BorderConnect for shipments older than 30 days. BorderConnect does not store the inspection status or
otherwise make it available past the period where it is available via CFIA.

References:
1. ? http://www.inspection.gc.ca/food/imports/commercial-importers/asisst/eng/1376414554482/1376414624555
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